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Vitalo is a leading solutions provider,

unique packaging requirements. Every packaging

supplying high-end quality products for

device requires rigorous testing by packing

equipment and packaging for all kind of
healthcare applications.
Using the extensive know-how of its
engineering department, Vitalo provides
total solutions to some of the most

engineers and meticulous forms of production.
Vitalo’s thermoforming processes ensure complete
sterilization to meet and surpass all international
standards for the medical packaging.
Vitalo boasts Class 7 certified clean rooms. Identical
equipment at each location ensures an uninterrupted
supply chain, a zero default rate and the same

highly regarded brands in the Healthcare

exacting standards at every one of Vitalo’s plants.

Industry.

locations across Belgium, Slovakia, the Philippines,

Vitalo’s facilities are based at strategic global
China, Japan, Thailand, India, the US and Mexico.

To meet these demands, Vitalo offers
in-house design and tooling capabilities
combined with modern, high-performing
thermoforming machines.

Within the thick-gauge segment, Vitalo specializes in
the development and production of state-of-the-art
thermoformed cover assemblies for both large and
smaller healthcare equipment.
Precision of split lines, colour consistency, in-mass-

Healthcare customers demand the highest level of

coloured or painted material, high rigidity, light

excellence for products that require perfection in

weight and extensive sub-assembly are only a few

design, minute detail and easy assembly.

of the many advantages that Vitalo can offer to give
our customers that little extra. Vitalo integrates a lot

In the thin-gauge applications, each piece of medical

of accessories into the covers like touch-switches,

equipment from disposable goods, such as catheters,

sensors, latches, hinges, etc which allows quick and

to life-saving products such as pacemakers, faces

easy mounting.

The biggest healthcare manufacturers have
recognised Vitalo as one of their first-tier strategic

The Vitalo total solution for medical applications

suppliers to create highly functional, innovative and

encapsulates:

aesthetical products, without compromising any of

»	Breakthrough of early involvement

the technical requirements.

»	Integration of in-house design, tooling and

Vitalo excels in applying the best processes for

»	Developing the most value-added cost-effective

production know-how
the highest quality result. Vitalo can rely on the

solution.

following technologies:

»	Risk reduction by global reliability

»	positive and negative thermoforming

»	State-of-the-art equipment, technology and

»	high pressure forming, if required in combination
with textured tools

skills
»	Modern clean room facilities

»	twin-sheet forming

»	Eye for innovation & creativity

»	5-axis CNC milling machines and robots

»	Flexibility and customer-driven project

»	Inline and offline cutting capabilities
»	Extensive sub-assembly, allowing quick mounting

approach
»	Agile, strategic partner

Vitalo offers a complete array of high-end solutions
including:
»	Catheter and implant packaging

For further information and contact addresses:

»	Housings for scanners

www.vitalo.net

»	Surgical and handling trays
»	Covers for medical trolleys
»	Hospital kits
»	Cover assemblies for patient tables
»	Total packaging solutions: blisters, lids, sealing
and validation

www.vitalo.net

